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Underground Artist Collective 2.0

ABSTRACT

SNAFU is a collective of artists who intend to sell their artworks and use the money raised to create a

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) through which to propose initiatives to the

community. To vote in the DAO it will be necessary to have the $SNAFU tokens, obtainable in several

ways:

1) AIRDROP to those who will buy our NFTs in the launch week;

2) Via SWAP. We have in fact created a smart contract through which it is possible to swap between

any NFT of our collection for $SNAFU tokens;

3) Buy them on Honeyswap.

The $SNAFU tokens, in addition to giving the right to vote in the DAO, will allow you to FARM and to

win other exclusive artworks for free.

The goal is to create a new way for artists to financially support themselves and instead of selling

NFTs individually to join forces and create a collective.

After this initial sale, our goal will in fact be to expand the collective with other artists and help them

sell their works even without having the technical skills to do so.

CRYPTO ART

To understand what Crypto Art could be we must analyze some examples first in order to draw

conclusions and features.

If we take for example Beeple’s work, which was sold for 69 Million dollars, we can easily see how

this artwork, a photo collage, is representing something that in our  “tangible reality” would hardly

be created and admired, because the collage itself it’s so “giant” that the only way to enjoy its real

nature is to use a digital tool to zoom in and get every single photo inside it.

An artwork therefore born in the digital world for the digital world.



Beeple, Everydays – The First 5000 Days NFT, 21.069 pixel x 21.069 pixel (316.939.910 byte).

Besides, visiting marketplaces where you can buy NFT (like Rarible, Opensea, Unique.One) we can

notice how the majority of artworks sold are GIFs, which strengthens the previously expressed

concept: a gif cannot be hung on a wall and the only way to fully enjoy an artwork like that is to use

an IT tool.

In the end, artworks like Crypto Punks, Euler Beats, etc. further extremes this digital art concept: it’s

art not created by a human being, but by algorithms and AI that through its code create something

unique. The “Programmable Art” is in fact Art created by a code, sold through code, and enjoyable

through a code.

The code that becomes art.



https://defirate.com/cryptopunks/

So, digital is what distinguishes those types of artworks, because it’s closely bound to the era we are

living in and the tools we have available in the contemporary world. An era where VR, digital coins,

and cryptos are most important.

Since Art it’s tied to the historical period like every other artistic flow in the past (Pop art.

Abstractism, Performance art, etc.) the SNAFU Collective wants to pursue its own goal to create a

new form of self-sustaining for young underground artists all around the globe, exploring and

experimenting this new way of conceiving art, testing its limits and find an answer to what can

really be considered art in the historical moment we live in.

THE SNAFU COLLECTIVE

NFTs have created a new tool that artists can use to sell their art. At the same time, however,

blockchain technology and all the concepts and complexities behind it are currently an obstacle for

the artist, who could miss this opportunity without the right technical skills. For this reason the

SNAFU collective was born: helping artists to enter this world and sell their works in the form of NFT

without having to have the necessary technical skills to do it.

SNAFU is a collective of artists, art and technology enthusiasts who want to promote young artists

and art initiatives, proposing such initiatives to their community that through the use of a $SNAFU

token will have the right to vote in the collective's decisions.

To succeed in creating a new way to support emerging artists, the collective will sell their works on a

marketplace (Unique.One), using Blockchain technology and NFTs. These atworks will be published

on a digital collection (using an ERC1155 token) called SNAFU.



Owners of these NFTs will be able to put them up for sale or convert them into $SNAFU, a digital

currency (ERC20 token) based on xDai blockchain.

The NFTs of the SNAFU collection can be exchanged at any time for a maximum amount of 1000

$SNAFU. The amount of $SNAFU that the user will receive in exchange will be dictated by the rarity

of the NFT: for example an NFT with rarity 1 (i.e. there is only one edition) will have a value of 1000

$SNAFU, on the contrary an NFT with 100 editions will have an equivalent value of 10 $SNAFU.

Similarly, anyone can exchange $SNAFU for an NFT present within the pool (the cost will always be

dictated by the rarity of the NFT).

Thanks to this mechanism, the SNAFU collective intends to give liquidity to its artworks: the NFTs can

always be resold even without bidders.

The pool will also take advantage of Blockchain technology, in particular smart contracts, to ensure

security and decentralization.

Each time an exchange from NFT to $SNAFU takes place, 5% of the $ SNAFU will be sent to the DAO

which can decide what to do with it.

The collective will be able to propose, through a DAO, various initiatives and the community (i.e. the

holders of the $SNAFU tokens) will be able to vote to give their consent. The initiatives may be

various, some examples are: the promotion of an artist, the financing of art exhibitions, marketing

strategies, contests for artists, etc.

TOKENOMICS

2,500,000.00 $SNAFU will be minted which will be split as follows:

- 35% to the core team

- 15% will be distributed to the community that will buy the NFTs of the Collection #1

- 5% will be airdropped to early adopters (who supported us by buying the very first NFTs of

the SNAFU collection)

- 25% will be set aside for the DAO and the community will decide how to use them



- 20% will be set aside for a possible Initial Liquidity Offering (if this is not done then the

tokens will be burned)

The SNAFU collective will create an exchange pair for $SNAFU with xDai (1: 1 digital currency with

the dollar), thus creating a pool for $SNAFU / xDai. This means that anyone with $SNAFU will be able

to exchange them for xDai, and the opposite.

MARKETPLACE

SNAFU NFTs will be initially sold on a marketplace that allows selling NFTs in a decentralized way.

The proceeds of the NFTs sale on marketplace will be distributed as following:

- 40% to the artist

- 40% to put the initial liquidity to the couple $SNAFU/xDAI

- 20% to the SNAFU collective, that will use those money to self-finance to promote the

project

The SNAFU collective will also earn 10% of each future sale of the generated NFTs.

INCENTIVE FOR THE COMMUNITY



To encourage the community to not sell the token $SNAFU and add liquidity to the couple

$SNAFU/xDAI the following strategies will be used:

- FARMING of the unique artist work by stake of $SNAFU token

- FARMING of unique works by LP token stake

- Earn by commissions generated by the number of daily exchanges inside the pool

$SNAFU/xDAI

- Voting power in the DAO of the SNAFU collective: the voting power is proportional to the

number of $SNAFU owned

ABOUT US

We are cyberpunks, graphic designers, painters, programmers, photographers, musicians, art lovers

who try to create a unique point of view regarding what can be conceived like Art in an era where

everything is digital and unsubstantial.

At the same time we are driven by the desire of creating a new form of sustenance for emerging

artists exploiting new paradigms that the blockchain and cryptovalues had brought.

Inside this collective we have artists like @snafumett, @balbero, @el_lobo_loco and many others

(qui da aggiungere i primi che ne faranno parte IN ORDINE ALFABETICO)

If you want to know more join our telegram community.

If you want to be part of this collective instead get in touch with us via our form.

TECHNOLOGY

ERC1155 NFTs created on the xDai Blockchain will be used, an Ethereum sidechain, that allows to

have low and predictable fees.

The initial marketplace for the distribution of the NFTs will be used Unique.One on the xDai

Blockchain.

As a decentralized exchange to create a swap couple with the xDai stablecoin Honeyswap will be

used.

Lastly Celeste will be used, a platform to organize and manage decentralized organizations, giving

vote power to the community who hold $SNAFU tokens. All the decisions of the collective will be

done on this platform.

ROADMAP



1) Creation SNAFU ERC1155 collection

2) Sale of the first works

3) Insertion of new artists

4) Expansion of works sales

5) Start social communication (website, instagram, twitter, telegram, medium and docs)

6)  $SNAFU and swap pool  NFT<->$SNAFU  launch

7) Airdrop $SNAFU to the owners of SNAFU NFTs

8) Initial Liquidity Offering

9)  $SNAFU launch on Honeyswap +  token add on CoinGecko

10) Farming and Staking $SNAFU

11) DAO

GLOSSARY

BLOCKCHAIN: a digital register whose sections are grouped in “blocks”, chained in chronological

order, which integrity is granted by cryptography. Its content once written is no longer editable or

ereaseable, unless invalidating the whole structure.

NFT: A non-fungible token is a special type of cryptographic token representing something unique;

non-fungible tokens are used to create digital verified shortage, digital propriety and/or

interoperability of resources on more platforms. NFTs are used in different specific applications that

require digital unique objects as crypto art, collectible objects and online games.

ERC1155: a type of NFT that gives rarity to a single token; for example can only exist 10 copies of a

token representing a work of art.

ERC20: a fungible token divisible as other cryptocurrencies such as ethereum and bitcoin.

TOKEN:  cryptocurrencies that are emitted on other cryptocurrencies blockhains. In lingo “token” is

used for single entities for NFTs and fungible ones.

SNAFU: The symbol and the name of the NFT collection of the collective.

$SNAFU: The symbol of the coin swappable for NFTs of our collective.

DAO: is an organization in which activity and executive power are obtained and managed through

codified rules, such as computer programs called Smart Contracts. A DAO financial transaction and

the rules of the program are stored in a blockchain type database.

SMART CONTRACT: Are blockchain technology based softwares. They define rules and penalties of

an agreement, as a traditional contract does. The main difference is the presence in the software of

the if/then functions, which make automatic the payment when a determinate condition happens.

HONEYSWAP: A decentralized exchange based on the xDai blockchain.



EXCHANGE: Exchanges are websites in which is possible to exchange virtual currencies with

traditional money. Is possible, for example, to change Bitcoin in euros and viceversa.

FARMING: Yield farming, also known as liquidity mining, is a way to generate rewards with

cryptocoin participation. In other words, as already told, it means to block cryptocoins and obtain

reward.

LP: A token given by Honeyswap when someone adds liquidity to an asset.

FEE: A commission paid; in blockchain ambit it can refer to the commission that has to be paid to do

the transaction.

STABLECOIN: Are defined stablecoin the cryptocurrencies that unlike Bitcoin have a stable price

because they are connected to a stable exchange method.

STAKE: Block money to gain rewards in exchange; this reward can be a cryptocoin or other.


